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Karean, it was nice talking to you.
Following is the very minimum to start understanding the real legal solutions we have created over eight years ago and widely
published over two years ago, e.g. in book ISBN 1448667615. These legal solutions I explain a lot on US, Canadian, Israeli national
channels (TV, radio, web, etc.). Finally other people started understanding. Little by little people learn them, but keep making terrible
mistakes because immense learning requited to elaborate complicated sciences.
Direct author's control is always needed for any sophisticated work, but this requirement a must is totally neglected by functionaries.
That's why instead of defending Israel, these 48 so-called "best international law attorneys" produced such extremely non-professional,
suicidal for Israel letter to Mr. Ban Ki-Moon, Secretary-General of the UN. You can download their letter and see how terrible it is
even by its form. In current situation any such letter is a sabotaging waste of our very limited time. We must go to the NY courts
immediately to get the "stay" condition, and no changes will be allowed to the current status until the very end of the process.
For over eight years we are 100% ready to save Israel. Every day we are proposing, but Jewish functionaries lock us out of all the
financial and other resources because we are different from these who messed Israel up. They aggressively reject real specialists!
They keep creating suicidal problems even despite the fact that for over two years we have been in direct communication with all the
offices including press-secretary of the organization, prepared that terribly mistaken letter to UN. She is doing her best delivering our
works, but she can not compel these bureaucrats who only care about usurping all the resources. Renouncing to learn the defense from
the author, attorneys don't understand even the very basic: We can NOT use Article 80 unless we prove our rights. Mandate for
Palestine or Balfour letter aren't sources of our rights, but ratifications, which are nothing UNLESS we prove the source of our rights.
Without understanding of such essential things attorneys create hundreds of killing Israel ugly faults (see all the details in my works).
The inalienable, essential part of any defense of Jewish state is: We have to PROVE (not just to declare in some letter) that we are the
lawful owners of the land. Here is the extremely concise comprehensive manual on how to prove our rights and how to defend Israel:
http://summary.JewishStatement.org . Please learn it attentively - proper understanding of exceptionally powerful legal weaponry is
much more complicated than screaming oversimplified quasi-patriotic slogans or sending non-professional ridiculous letters.
Following is the easiest part of the set of total legal defenses we have created. Proper usage of it in NY courts solves our urgent
problems with UN. How? See Article 80 of the Charter of UN . It reads: "nothing in this [UN] Chapter shall be construed in or of
itself to alter in any manner the rights whatsoever of any state or any peoples or the terms of existing international instruments". So:
1. If Jews could prove the rights for the land - only then UN has no power to alter these rights. Only then UN must follow all the
provisions of these proven rights. (a) The proof of Jewish rights by no means could be any decision of foreigners (not Balfour's letter,
not London's or Parisian decision). Supporting of such disinformation makes of us the imperialistic hirelings and illegal invaders!
That's how traitors make everybody to condemn Jews to be the illegal occupiers! Traitorous attorneys tricked the whole world and
even half of the Jews! All of them call Israel the invader and illegal occupier now! That's how traitorous attorneys make Israel
defenseless. That's why for quite over 40 years Israel suffers from total strategic losses! (b) Unquestionable proof of Jewish rights
would be an international treaty with other applicant. With God's help we do have Arab-Jewish Treaty on Jewish Homeland! It says
that all Palestine belongs to Zionistic Jewish, can not be Arab state or kingdom! We proved that this Treaty is 100% valid, and hold its
copy on www.NYMEI.org . Jews are ready to win - the only problem is traitorous attorneys who aggressively refuse to use this Treaty.
2. If there is an international ratification of the Treaty, then nobody, including UN and Arabs can alter or deny it. We have all possible
ratifications via Treaty of Versailles, via League of Nation's Mandate, via Treaty of Lausanne, etc. - see all the details in my works.
3. So it's completely illegal for UN or for anybody to say anything like:
– UN can overcome the Arab-Jewish;
– UN is an assignee of League of Nation [wrong statement] and can overcome the provisions of the Treaty and Mandate;
– UN had/has rights to issue and enforce Partition Plan for Palestine - UN Resolution 181(II) of 1947 and coming illegal actions;
– UN can/could partition Palestine or Jerusalem; etc., etc...
4. Based on the Mandatory law I've proved that Mandate has never been British. It is Jewish Mandate for Palestine. Traitorous (or
stupid) attorneys hide the essential facts: Jews are the owners of all Palestine and Mandate. Learn this mighty defense from my works.
We can use Charter of UN, Article 80 as a defense ONLY AFTER WE PROVE OUR RIGHTS FOR OUR LAND. Dozens and
dozens of so-called "best international law attorneys" are not qualified to use legal defenses we have created. They are the people who
screwed Israel up, but you keep hiring them, not the real specialists who created the legal weapon to defend Jerusalem and all Israel.
We can resolve contemporary situation with UN issuing NY court decision that any attempt to create or to recognize an Arab state or
Arab kingdom in Palestine is completely illegal and therefore can not be done by UN. We must start the process immediately to get the
"stay" condition. You only have to give retainer to the real specialists. We are 100% ready to save Jerusalem and Israel.
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